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Abstract
Abstract
~emoization
Memoization isis a well-known
well-known optimization
optimization technique
technique used to elimelimmate
inate redundant
redundant calls
calls for
for pure functions.
functions. If a call
call to a function
function fj with
argument
j with v can be imyields result r,
r , a subsequent
subsequent call to f
argument v yields
mediatel~
mediately r~duced
reduced to
t orr without
without the need to re-evaluate 1's
f's body if
the
and rr was previously recorded.
recorded.
the assocIatIon
association between
between j,
f , v, and
Understanding
Understanding memoization
memoization in the presence
presence of concurrency and
communic~tion
communication is
is significantly
significantly more
more challenging.
challenging. For example,
example, if
jf commUnIcates
communicates with
with other threads,
threads, it is not sufficient
sufficient to simply
simply
record
inpuVoutput behavior;
behavior; we must also track inter-thread
inter-thread
record its
its input/output
dependencies
dependencies induced by these
these communication
communication events.
events. Subsequent
Subsequent
calls
can be avoided only if we can identify an interleaving
interleaving
calls t?
to jf can
of
of actIOns
actions from
from these
these call-sites that lead to states
states in which these
dependencies are
are satisfied.
satisfied. Formulating
Formulating the issues necessary
necessary to
d~pendencies
dIscover
iderlcavings is
is the focus
focus of this
this paper.
discover these
these intericavings
Specifically, we
we consider
consider the memoization
memoization problem for ConSpecifically,
current
(20), in which threads may communicate
communicate with one
current ML
ML (20),
another through
through synchronous
synchronous message-based
message-based communication.
communication. Beanother
sides
sides formalizing
formalizing the
the ideas
ideas underlying
underlying memoization
memoization in this context, we
we also
also consider a realistic
realistic case
case study that uses memoizatext,
tion
to reduce
reduce re-execution
re-execution overheads
overheads for aborted transactions
transactions in
tion to
transaction-aware CML
CML extension.
extension. Our benchmark results indiaa transaction-aware
cate that
that memoization-based
memoization-based optimizations
optimizations can lead to substantial
substantial
cate
reduction in
in re-execution
re-execution costs for
for long-lived transactions
transactions (up to
reduction
43% on
on some
some benchmarks),
benchmarks), without
without incurring high memory over43%
heads.
heads.

1. Introduction
Introduction
1.
Eliminating redundant
redundant computation
computation is an important optimization
optimization
Eliminating
supported by many
many language
language implementations.
implementations. One
One important insupported
(15; 17;
17; 3), a wellstance of this
this optimization
optimization class
class is memoization
memoization (15;
stance
known dynamic
dynamic technique
technique that can be used to avoid
avoid performing
performing
known
function application
application by recording
recording the arguments
arguments and results of
aa function
previous calls.
calls. If aa call
call is
is supplied
supplied an argument
argument that has been prep~evious
viously cached,
cached, the
the execution
execution of the function
function body can be avoided,
avoided,
VI?usly
with the
the corresponding
corresponding result immediately
immediately returned instead.
instead.
WIth
When functions
functions perform effectful
effectful computations,
computations, leveraging
leveraging
When
memoization becomes significantly
significantly more challenging.
challenging. Two calls
memoization
performs some
some stateful
stateful computation
computation need not
to aa function
function jf that performs
to
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generate the same result if
if the contents of
of the state fj used to progenerate
duce its result are different at the two call-sites.
complications. If
If a thread calls a funcConcurrency adds further complications.
communicates with functions
functions invoked in other threads,
threads
tion fj that communicates
outcom~
then memo information recorded with ff must include the outcome
of these actions. Iff
If j is subsequently
subsequently applied with a previously seen
argument, and its communication actions at this call-site are the
same as its effects at the original application, re-evaluation of
of the
computation in f's
1's body can be avoided. Because of
of thread
pure computation
i~terleavings and non-determinism introduced by scheduling deciinterleavings
stons,
non-trivial.
sions, however, making such conclusions is non-trivial.
Nonetheless, we believe memoization can be an important
component in a concurrent programming language runtime. For
instance, memoization can allow the computation performed by
instance,
threads in stream or pipeline-based concurrent programs (8) to
be optimized to avoid re-computing outputs for previously seen
inputs. As
~s another example,
example, concurrency abstractions
abstractions built using
transacttons or speculation typically rely on efficient control and
transactions
state restoration
restoration mechanisms. When a speculation fails because a
previously available computation resource becomes unavailable,
or when a transaction aborts due to a serializability violation (9),
(9),
their effects are typically undone. Failure represents wasted work,
both in terms of
of the operations
operations performed whose effects must now
be erased,
erased, and in terms of
of overheads incurred to implement state
restoration;
restoration; these overheads include logging costs, read and write
barriers,
barriers, contention management, etc. (13). One way to reduce this
overhead is to avoid subsequent
subsequent re-execution of
of those function calls
previously executed by the failed computation whose results are
unchanged. The key issue is understanding
understanding when memoization',is
memoization' is
safe, given the possibility of
safe,
of internal concurrency, communication,
communicatio~,
and synchronization
synchronization among threads created by the transaction.
transaction.
In this paper, we consider the memoization problem for pure
CML (20), a concurrent message-passing
message-passing dialect of
of ML that supports first-class
first-class synchronous
synchronous events.
events. A synchronization
synchronization event acknowledges the existence
existence of
of an external action performed by another thread willing to send or receive data. If
If such events occur
within a function fj whose applications
applications are memoized, then avoiding re-execution at a call-site c is only possible ifif these actions are
guaranteed to succeed at c. In other words, using memo information for CML requires discovery of
of interleavings
interieavings that satisfy the
communication constraints
communication
constraints imposed by a previous call. If
If we can
identify a global state in which these constraints are satisfied,
identify.
satisfied, the
call to c can be avoided;
avoided; if
if there exists no such state, then the call
must be performed.
~
e s i d e sproviding a formal
Besides
formal characterization
characterization of
of memoization in
this context,
valuation of
context, we also present a detailed performance evaluation
of
Our implementation. We use as a case study, a transaction-aware
our
transaction-aware

extension of CML that supports multi-threaded transactions
transactions'.l . Our
benchmark is STMBench7 (10),
(lo), a highly tunable benchmark for
measuring transaction overheads,
overheads, re-written to leverage
leverage CML synchronous communication. Our results indicate that memoization
can lead to substantial performance gains, in some cases in excess of 43% improvement in execution time compared with an implementation that performs no memoization, with only modest increases in memory overhead (15% on average).
average). To our knowledge,
knowledge,
this is the first attempt to formalize the memoization problem for
CML, and to provide an empirical evaluation of its impact on improving performance for intensive multi-threaded workloads.
workloads.
The paper is organized as follows.
follows. Motivation
Motivation for the problem is
given in Section 2. The formalization of our approach,
approach, semantics,
semantics,
and definition of partial memoization are presented in Section 3 and
Section 4. A detailed description of our implementation,
implementation, benchmarks, and results are given in Sections 5, 6, and 6.4. We discuss
previous
previous work and provide conclusions in Section 7.

2. Programming
Programming Model and Motivation
Our programming model is pure CML (20), a message-passing dievents, and
alect of ML with support for first-class synchronous events,
dynamic thread creation. Threads communicate using dynamically
created channels through which they produce and consume values.
values.
Since communication is synchronous,
synchronous, a thread wishing to communicate on a channel that has no ready recipient must block until
ordered. Our forone exists, and all communication on channels is ordered.
mulation does not consider references, although they can be effectively encoded using CML message-passing primitives.
primitives. We also do
not consider selective memoization techniques (3) to record precise dependencies within memoized functions to reduce memoization overheads;
overheads; incorporating these mechanisms into our framecomplications.
work pose no additional complications.
In this context, deciding whether a function application can be
avoided based on previously recorded memo information depends
arguments, its communication actions,
actions, threads
upon the value of its arguments,
it spawns,
spawns, and the return value it produces. Thus, the memoized
return value of a call to a function f can be used if (a) the argument
given matches the argument previously supplied; (b) recipients for
values sent by f on channels in an earlier memoized call are still
available on those channels; (c) a value that was consumed by f on
some channel in an earlier call is again ready to be sent by another
thread; and (d) threads created by f can be spawned with the same
version. Ordering constraints
arguments supplied in the memoized version.
on all sends and receives performed by the procedure must also be
enforced.
To avoid making a call, a send action performed within the applied function, for example, will need to be paired with a receive
thread. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, there may
operation executed by some other thread.
be no thread currently scheduled that is waiting to receive
receive on this
channel. Consider an application that calls a memoized function f
T that receives a value on channel
channel c,
c, and
which (a) creates a thread T
(b) sends a value on c computed through values received on other
channels that is then consumed by T.
T. To safely use the memoized
return value for f nonetheless still requires that T
T be instantiated,
and that communication events executed in the first call can still
be satisfied (e.g., the values f previously read on other channels
are still available on those channels). Ensuring these actions can
involves a systematic exploration of the execution state
succeed involves
space to induce a schedule that allows us to consider the call in
the context of a global state in which these conditions are satisfied.
satisfied.
forBecause such an exploration may be infeasible in practice, our for-

'

multi-thread transaction is a transaction
transaction composed
composed of multiple threads,
threads,
1 A multi-thread
lifetimes are bounded by the transaction
transaction length.
length. The transaction
all of whose lifetimes
is responsible for managing
managing its component
component threads.
threads.
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Figure 1. A CML program consists of a collection of threads that
may communicate with one another via synchronous message passing.
ing. In the figure,
figure, the first
first call to f by thread T3 results in a comT2 and T3 via channel c2,
c2, and T3
munication action between T2
and T4
T4 via channel c1.
ci . By memoizing this information, we can
avoid performing non-effectful
non-effectful computation in the second applicaavailtion. Note that in the second call, threads Ti and T5 are available to satisfy ff 's communication actions. Rather than performing
the second call in its entirety,
entirety, we can immediately return the value
first, producing a new global state in which value
yielded by the first,
ch2 and value vi is deposited on
v2 is removed from channel ch2
channel chi
chi and consumed by T5,
T5,thus allowing threads Ti,
T1, T3,
T3,
and T5 to proceed.
proceed. The dashed lines indicate the communication
actions that must be satisfied to avoid the second call. Note that
the second call to ff entails communication actions with threads
different from the first.
first.

(ci, c2)
c2) =
= (mkCh(),
(mkCh0, mkCh())
mkCh0)
let val (ci,
fun fO=(.
f () = ( . .. ;send(c1,vi);
; send(c1, vi); ...
. . .))
fun
fun
fun g()
g() = (recv(ci);
(recv(c1) ; send(c2,v2);
send(c2,v2) ; . . . ; gO)
go)
in spawn(g);
spawn(g1; f();
f 0;recv(c2);
recv(c2); f()
f0
end

..

Figure 2. By memoizing the first
first call to f,
f , we can avoid evaluevaluFigure
". .."" in f 's body in the
ating the pure computation abstracted by
by"...
ci .
second since there is only a single receiver on channel c1.
mulation also supports partial memoization. Rather than requiring
global execution to reach a state in which all constraints in a memosatisfied, partial memoization gives implemenized application are satisfied,
tations the freedom to discharge some fraction of these constraints,
performing the rest of the application as normal.
2.1

Communication Actions
Tracking Communication

CML function apA key requirement for effective memoization of CML
plications is the ability to track communication actions performed
by memoized functions.
functions. Provided that the global state would permit these same actions to succeed if a function is re-executed with
inputs, memoization can be employed to avoid
the same inputs,
Consider the example code fragment, presented in Fig. 2, that
spawns a thread to execute function g and performs two calls to f ..
vl on channel c1;
cl ; the only receiver for
The first call to f sends vi
g , which consumes vi,
vi , and sends v2 on channel
this message is g,
c2.. If
If the global state at the point when the second call is performed
c2
cl , the pure computation performed
has g waiting to receive on c1,
send) can be avoided.
avoided.
by the function (operations other than the send)
f 's result,
Instead of performing the call, we can simply return f's
vl on channel c1,
ci , knowing that there is a waiting
and deposit vi
receiver. Note, however,
however, that at the point the call is performed, the
receiver.
recursive invocation
invocation of g may not have taken place, and thus there
cl . To safely avoid re-evaluating
may be no waiting receiver on c1.
0 , we must delay the application at this call point until the thread
f0
cl . Indeed, if
computing g can proceed to the receive action on c1.

(cl,
(cl, c2)
c2) =
= (mkCh(),
( m k C h 0 , mkCh())
mkCh0)
f()
f ( ) = ((....
. .;; send(cl,vl);
send(c1,vi); recv(c2))
recv(c2))
gO
g 0 = (recv(c1);
(recv(c1) ; recv(c2);
recv(c2) ; ...
. . . ;; gO)
go)
hO
h 0 = (send(c2,v2);
(send(c2,va);
send(c2,v3);
send(c2 ..v3) .:
hO)
h0)
. - .; ; f 0)
in (spa=(g);
(spawn(g); spa=(h);
spawn(h); ff 0;
o ; ...
in
end
end
let
let val
val
fun
fun
fun
fun
fun
fun

fo)

-

-

Figure
Figure 3. Because
Because there
there may
may be multiple
multiple possible
possible interleavings
interleaving~
that
that pair synchronous
synchronous communication
communication actions
actions among
among concurrently
concurrently
executing
executing threads,
threads, leveraging
leveraging memoization
memoization requires
requires dynamically
dynamically
tracking
tracking these
these events.
events.

the
the recursive
recursive call
call never
never takes
takes place,
place, it would
would be incorrect
incorrect to
to use
use
the
since the
the second
second call
call would
would
the memoized
memoized return
return value
value for
for ff 00 since
normally
normally have
have blocked
blocked on the
the send
send operation
operation in
in the
the absence
absence of an
an
accepting
accepting receiver.
receiver.
Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, reasoning
reasoning about
about whether
whether an
an application
application can
can
leverage
leverage memoized
memoized information
information is
is usually more
more difficult.
difficult. Fig.
Fig. 33
presents
presents a slightly
slightly modified version
version of the
the program
program shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 22
that
h . Procedure
Procedure ff communicommunithat introduces
introduces an
an auxiliary
auxiliary function
function h.
cates
cates with
with gg via channel
channel c1.
ci . It
It also
also either receives
receives value
value v2
v2 or
v3
v3 from
from hh depending
depending upon
upon its
its interleaving
interleaving with
with g.
g. Suppose
Suppose that
that
in
in the
the first
first call
call to
to ff 00,, ff receives
receives v3
v3 on c2
c2 because
because g consumed
consumed
v2.
v2.We
We can
can avoid
avoid performing
performing the
the pure
pure computation
computation in the
the body of
ff in
in the
the second
second call
call if the
the interleaving
interleaving among
among these
these threads
threads is
is such
such
that
that v2
v2 is
is consumed
consumed by aa subsequent
subsequent recursive
recursive call
call of g,
g ,allowing
allowing
the
v3 by
by hh on
on channel
channel c2
c2 to
to be
be paired
paired with
with the
the receive
receive
the send
send of
of v3
by
by f.
f . In
In this
this case,
case, the
the value
value v3
v3 can
can be
be (implicitly)
(implicitly) consumed,
consumed,
allowing
to proceed,
proceed, and
and the
the memoized
memoized return
return value
value of
of ff can
can
allowing hh to
be
be used
used as
as the
the result
result of
of the
the call.
call. Thus,
Thus, deciding
deciding whether
whether memoized
memoized
information
information can
can be
be used
used to
to avoid
avoid performing
performing the
the second
second call
call to
to ff
requires
requires reasoning
reasoning about
about the
the interactions
interactions between
between hh and
and g,
g, and
and
may
may involve
involve identifying
identifying aa specific
specific schedule
schedule to
to ensure
ensure synchronous
synchronous
operations
can be
be satisfied
satisfied at
at the
the second
second call,
call, and
and mirror
mirror their
their
operations in
in ff can
behavior
behavior under the
the memoized
memoized execution.
execution.
Notice
v2 and
and v3
v3 are
are equal,
equal, the
the receive
receive in
in ff can
can be
be
Notice that
that if
if v2
paired
paired with
with either
either send
send in
in h.
h. Thus,
Thus, we
we can
can exploit
exploit memoization
memoization
under
under aa different
different interleaving
interleaving of
of threads,
threads, and
and need
need not
not require
require that
that
all
all communication
communication actions
actions within
within the
the function
function be
be paired
paired identically
identically
as
as in
in the
the original
original evaluation.
evaluation.

3.
3. Semantics
Semantics
Our
Our semantics
semantics isis defined
defined in
in terms
terms of
of aa core
core call-by-value
call-by-valuefunctional
functional
language
4).
language with
with threading
threading and
and communication
communicationprimitives
primitives(see
(seeFig.
Fig. 4).
For
For perspicuity,
perspicuity, we
we first
first present
present aa simple
simple multi-threaded
multi-threaded language
language
with
with synchronous
synchronous channel
channel based
based communication.
communication. We
We then
then extend
extend
this
this core
core language
language with
with memoization
memoization primitives,
primitives, and
and subsequently
subsequently
consider
consider refinements
refinements of
of this
this language.
language.
In
to denote
denote aa sequence
sequence of
of zero
zero
In the
the following,
following, we
we write
write 0?i to
or
or more
more elements,
elements, 73.0 to
to denote
denote sequence
sequence concatenation,
concatenation, and
and ¢qh
to
to denote
denote an
an empty
empty sequence.
sequence. Metavariables
Metavariables xx and
and yy range
range over
over
variables,
variables, tt ranges
ranges over
over threads,
threads, 11 ranges
ranges over
over channels,
channels, vv ranges
ranges
over
a,(3 denote
denote tags
tags that
that label
label individual
individual actions
actions
over values,
values, and
and a,
in
P to
to denote
denote aa program
program state
state
in aa program's
program's execution.
execution. We
We use
use P
comprised
E for
for evaluation
evaluationcontexts,
contexts, and
and
comprised of
of aa collection
collection of
of threads,
threads, E
ee for
for expressions.
expressions.
Our
Our communication
communication model
model isis aa message-passing
message-passing system
system with
with
synchronous
synchronous send
send and
and receive
receive operations.
operations. We
We do
do not
not impose
impose aa
strict
strictordering
ordering of
of communications
communications on
on channels;
channels;communication
communicationacactions
nontions on
on the
the same
same channel
channel by
by different
different threads
threads are
are paired
paired nondeterministically.
deterministically.To
To model
model asynchronous
asynchronous sends,
sends, we
we simply
simply spawn
spawn

D.E

2
to perform the
the send
send2.
Spawning an expression
expression (that
(that evaluevalu• Spawning
a thread to
ates to
to a thunk)
thunk) creates
creates a new thread
thread in which
which the
the application
application of the
the
is performed.
thunk is

3.1 Language
Language
3.1

The syntax
syntax and
and semantics
semantics of the
the language
language are
are given
given in
in Fig.
Fig. 4.
4. ExExThe
pressions
Xpressions are
are either
either variables,
variables, locations
locations that
that represent
represent channels,
channels, >..abstractions, function
function applications,
applications, thread
thread creation
creation operations,
operations, or
abstractions,
communication
communication actions
actions that
that send
send and
and receive
receive messages
messages on
on chanchannels. We
We do
do not consider
consider references
references in
in this
this core
core language
language as
as they
they
nels.
can
can be modeled
modeled in
in terms
terms of operations
operations on
on channels
channels (20).
(20).
A
( t p ,E[e])
E[e])denotes
denotes an
an expression
expression ee available
available
A thread context
context (tp,
for
for execution
execution by thread tt E P
P within
within context
context E.
E. Local
Local reductions
reductions
within
4 e',
el,that
that
within aa thread are
are specified
specified by an
an auxiliary
auxiliary relation,
relation, ee -->
within some
some thread to
to a new
new expression
expression e'.
el.
evaluates
evaluates expression
expression ee within
The
The local
local evaluation
evaluation rules
rules are
are standard:
standard: channel
channel creation
creation results
results in
in
the
the creation
creation of a new
new location
location that acts
acts as
as aa container
container for
for message
message
transmission
transmission and
and receipt,
receipt, and
and application
application substitutes
substitutes the
the argument
argument
value for
for free
free occurrences
occurrences of the
the parameter
parameter in
in the
the body of the
the
value
abstraction.
abstraction.
Global
H )) that
that maps
maps aa
Global evaluation
evaluation is
is specified
specified via aa relation
relation (( f---+
program state
state (P)
( P ) to
to another
another program
program state.
state. We
We write
write f---+
H ** to
to dedeprogram
note
note the
the reflexive,
reflexive, transitive
transitive closure
closure of this
this relation.
relation. An
An evaluation
evaluation
step
step is
is marked
marked with a tag
tag (or
(or sequence
sequence of tags)
tags) that
that indicates
indicates the
the
action
action (or
(or sequence
sequence of actions)
actions) performed
performed by that
that step.
step.
The global
global actions
actions of interest
interest are
are those
those that
that involve
involve spawn
spawn and
and
The
communication events.
events. A
A spawn
spawn action,
action, given
given by the
the SPAWN
SPAWN
rule,
rule,
communication
given
evaluates to
to aa thunk changes
changes the
the global
global
given an
an expression
expression ee that evaluates
state to
to include
include aa new
new thread
thread in
in which
which the
the thunk
thunk is
is applied.
applied. A
state
communication
communication event
event (given
(given by
by rule
rule COMM)
COMM)synchronously
synchronously pairs
pairs
sender attempting
attempting to
to transmit
transmit aa value
value along
along aa specific
specific channel
channel in
in
aa sender
one thread
thread with
with aa receiver
receiver waiting
waiting on
on the
the same
same channel
channel in
in another
another
one
thread.
thread.

3.2
3.2 Memoization
Memoization
The
The core
core language
language presented
presented above
above provides
provides no
no facilities
facilities for
for memmemoization
oization of
of the
the functions
functions itit executes.
executes. To
To support
support memoization,
memoization,
we
we must
must record,
record, in
in addition
addition to
to argument
argument and
and return
return values,
values, synsynchronous
chronous communication
communication actions,
actions, thread
thread spawns,
spawns, channel
channel creation
creation
etc.
etc. as
as part
part of
of the
the memoized
memoized state.
state. These
These actions
actions define
define aa set
set of
of
constraints that
that must
must be
be satisfied
satisfied at
at subsequent
subsequent applications
applications of
of aa
constraints
memoized function.
function. To
To record
record constraints,
constraints, we
we augment
augment our
our semansemanmemoized
tics
memo store,
store, aa map
map that
that given
given aa function
function identifier
identifier
tics to
to include
include aa memo
and an
an argument
argument value,
value, returns
returns the
the set
set of
of constraints
constraints and
and result
result
and
value
value that
that was
was previously
previously recorded
recorded for
for aa call
call to
to that
that function
function with
with
that
that argument.
argument. If
If the
the set
set of
of constraints
constraints returned
returned by
by the
the memo
memo store
store
satisfied in
in the
the current
current state,
state, then
then the
the return
return value
value can
can be
be used
used
isis satisfied
and
and the
the application
application elided.
elided.
The definition
definition of
of the
the language
language augmented
augmented with
with memoization
memoization
The
5. We
We now
now define
define evaluation
evaluation using
using aa new
new
support isis given
given in
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5. A
A concurrent
concurrent language
language supporting
supporting memoization
memoization of
of synchronous
synchronous communication
communication and
and dynamic
dynamic thread
thread creation.
creation.

the constraints seen thus far,
far, requiring the constraints computed for
an inner application to be satisfiable
satisfiable for any memoization of an
outer one.
one. The propagation of constraints to the memo states of all
active
5.
active calls is given by the operation >- shown in Fig. 5.
Channels created within a memoized function
function must be recorded
function (rule CHANNEL).
CHANNEL).
Conin the constraint sequence for that function
sider a function
function that creates a channel and subsequently initiates
communication on that channel. If a call to this function was memoized, later applications that attempt to avail of memo information
channel
must still ensure that the generative
generative effect of creating the channel
is not omitted.
Function evaluation now associates a label with function evaluFUN). In addition,
ation that is used to index the memo store (rule FUN).
addition,
when a function
function f is applied to argument v, and there exists no
o f f to v, the function's effects are tracked and
previous invocation
invocation of
recorded (rule App).
APP). A syntactic wrapper BB (for build memo) is
functions. Until an application of a function
function
used to identify such functions.
being memoized is complete, the constraints induced by its evaluation are not immediately added to the memo store. Instead,
Instead, they
are maintained as part of the state (e)
(8)associated
associated with the thread in
application
figure aswhich the appl
ication occurs. Note that all the rules in this figure
sume an empty constraint sequence
(b);these rules deal with ordisequence (1jJ);
nary expression
expresiidn evaluation,
evaluation, and
&d are not responsible
responsible for discharging
discharging
memoization constraints on applications of a previously memoized
call. Thus, at any given point in its execution,
execution, a thread is either
building up memo constraints within an application for subsequent
subsequent
calls to utilize, or attempting to discharge these constraints for applications indexed in the memo store.
store.
Constraints built during a memoized function application define
define
actions that must be satisfied at subsequent
subsequent call-sites in order to
avoid complete re-evaluation of the function
function body. For a communication action,
upon,
action, a constraint records the location being operated upon,
the value sent or received,
received, the action performed (R for receive
receive and S
for send),
send), and the continuation immediately prior to the action being performed. (The reason for this last component
component is explained
explained in
Section 3.4.) For a spawn operation, the constraint records the action (Sp) and the expression being spawned.
spawned. For a channel creation
operation, the constraint records the location of the channel.
channel.
If a new thread is spawned within a memoized application,
application, a
spawn constraint is added to the m~mo
memo state, and a new global
global
state is created that starts memoization of the actions performed
by the newly spawned thread (rule SPAWN).
SPAWN).A communication
action performed by two functions currently being memoized are
also appropriately recorded in the corresponding memo state of
the threads that are executing these functions.
functions. (rule COMM).
COMM).When
a memoized application completes,
completes, its constraints, along with its
return value, are recorded in the memo store (rule RET).
RET).
The most interesting rule is the one that deals with determining
whether an application of a memoized function
function can be elided (rule
MEMO
App). If an application of function
MEMO APP).
function f with argument
argument v
has been recorded in the memo store,
store, then the application can be
potentially avoided;
avoided; if not, its evaluation
evaluation is memoized by rule ApP.
APP.
To determine whether the global state permits the discharge of
all constraints associated with the call, we employ an auxiliary evaluation relation ("'--+)
(-+) shown in Fig. 6.
6. Our formulation
formulation attempts to
memoize any application whose evaluation
evaluation with the supplied argument has already been recorded in the memo store.
store. The"'--+
The --,relation
is well-defined only if all necessary memoization
memoization constraints are
satisfiable.
examines all possible transitions
satisfiable. It acts as an oracle that examines
from the current global state,
state, attempting to find an execution
execution path
in which all constraints necessary to ensure the call can be elided
are discharged.
(~n),
The states examined may contain function
function expressions
expressions (%),
sin
Spn
spawn
expressions
ready
to
create
new
threads
(
"'
-+
),
channel
spawn
(-+ channel ex-

+

A.

Ch
Clr

.

commUlllpressions that create new channels
channels ("'--+),
(Q), synchronous
synchronous communi(~m), applications
cation actions ready to be paired (%m),
applications that can be
APP
tracked for memoization
memoization ((~),
-+ ), applications of memoized functions
functions
net
Mem
Iues of
f applications
I'Ications
.
(Ret)
--+
0 app
"'--+ .
that can be elided ((%"'m
),), and return va
values
(-+).
definitions defined in Fig. 5.
These rules are identical
identical to the definitions
5.
To utilize memo evaluation,
evaluation, the constraints associated
associated with a
memoized function
function applied to the same
same argument
argument found
found in the
memo store are added to the thread context (rule MEMO).
MEMO). Evaluation is complete
complete when there are no more constraints
constraints left to examine.
U wrapper (for use memo) to
ine. The application
application is tagged with a U
beneficiary of previously recorded memo
identify it as a potential beneficiary
information.
leverages the definition
information. Since
Since it leverages
definition of ==}
3 ,,
memo evaluevalunon-deterministic interleaving
interleaving of the actions
ation is also defined by non-deterministic
actions
threads. Evaluation is well-defined provided
performed by different
different threads.
interleaving in which all constraints
that there is at least one such interleaving
of the memoization
memoization candidate can be satisfied.
satisfied. Evaluation
Evaluation enters a
stuck state if no such interleaving
interleaving exists.
MSPAWN) is always
always satisfied,
satisfied, and
A spawn constraint (rule MSPAWN)
leads to the creation of a new thread of control. Observe that the
application
application evaluated by the new thread is now a candidate
candidate for
memoization if the thunk was previously applied and its result is
memoization
recorded in the memo store.
store.
MCH) creates a
channel constraint of the form (Ch,l)
(Ch,l) (rule MCH)
A channel
new channel location
location 1',
l', and replaces all occurrences of 11found in
the remaining constraint sequence
sequence for this thread with I';
1'; the chanchannellocation
nel
location may be embedded
embedded within send and receive
receive constraints,
constraints,
either as the target of the operation,
operation, or as the argument
argument value being sent or received. Thus, discharging
discharging a channel constraint ensures
that the effect of creating a new channel performed within an earlier
renammemoized call is preserved on subsequent
subsequent applications.
applications. The renaming operation ensures that later send and receive
receive constraints
constraints refer to
the new channel
channel location.
location.
MCom
There are three communication
matching rules (M!2;m).
communication constraint matching
( I. ).
receive value v on channel
If the current constraint expects to receive
channel 1,
1,
and there exists a thread able
able to send v on 1,
1,evaluation
evaluation proceeds
to a state in which the communication
communication succeeds,
succeeds, and the constraint
is removed from the set of constraints that need to be matched
(rule MREcv).
MRECV). Note also that the sender records the fact that a
communication
matching receive took place in the thread's
communication with a matching
likewise. Any memoization of
memo state,
state, and the receiver does likewise.
the sender must consider the receive action that synchronized
synchronized with
the send, and the application in which the memoized call is being
examined
receive acexamined must record the successful
successful discharge
discharge of the receive
tion. In this way, the semantics
semantics permits consideration of multiple
actions.
nested memoization
memoization actions.
If the current constraint expects to send a value v on channel
channel
1,
1,the constraint is also
also sat1 , and there exists a thread waiting on 1,
waitisfied (rule MSEND).
MSEND).A send operation can match with any waitreceive action
channel. The semantics
ing receive
action on that channel.
semantics of synchronous
synchronous
communication
communication allows
allows us the freedom to consider pairings of sends
sends
receives other than the one it communicated with in the origwith receives
inal memoized execution.
execution. This is because a receive action places
no restriction on either the value it reads, or the specific
specific sender that
provides that the value.
value.
The global
global state may also contain threads that have matchreceive constraints (rule MCOM).
MCOM).Thus, we may ening send and receive
counter multiple applications
applications whose arguments
arguments have been memoized in the course of attempting to discharge
discharge memoization
memoization constraints. Specifically,
performing
Specifically, there may exist two threads each performing
an application of a memoized function
function whose memo states
states define
define
matching send and receive
receive constraints.
matching
constraints. In this case,
case, the constraints
constraints
on both sender and receiver can be safely discharged.
discharged.
In the course of determining
determining whether an application
application can leverage a previous
previous memo,
memo, expressions
expressions may be evaluated that lead to
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Figure 6. Memoization can be expressed via a set of constraints associated with different calls, and an exploration of possible interleavings
satisfied.
whose execution would allow these constraints to be satisfied.

satisfied. If all connew states in which existing constraints can be satisfied.
satisfied, evaluation
evaluation yields a new global state that safely
straints are satisfied,
previously recorded in the memo store to
permits the result value previously
be returned (rule MRET).
MRET).
3.3 Example
To illustrate how memo evaluation works,
works, consider the program
7. The program consists of two recursive functions,
functions,
shown in Fig. 7.
f'
f' and g',
g', which exchange data over a shared channell.
channel 1. Although
f' and g'
g' cannot be memoized since their execution does
calls to f'
not terminate, calls to ff and g can be memoized when both sends
and receives are suitably paired. When invoked, ff may receive
any of four possible combinations of values on channel ch:
ch: (a)
1 followed by 1,
I , (b) 1 followed by 2,
2 , (c) 2 followed
followed by 1,
I , or
2 . These possibilities reflect the different thread
(d) 2 followed by 2.
interleavings possible for the different thread instantiations of g by
g'
g' .
Thus, there are four possible memoized versions of f, one for
receive. Notice that for
each pair of values that the function may receive.
memoized version of gO,
go, there exist a sequence of
every call to a memoized
evaluation steps that leads to a state in which its constraints can be
satisfied.
satisfied. This is due to the fact that there will always be a matching
f ' ) for every send g
receive (provided by the recursive calls of f')
performs. Thus, because memo evaluation
evaluation performs an exhaustive
state space search, it is guaranteed to find an interleaving
interleaving among

the various threads evaluating gO
g 0 that satisfies the constraints
() for all its subsequent
for the original memoized version of ff 0
example, suppose ff initially received values 11 and 2
calls. For example,
ch. Subsequent calls to gO
g ( ) can be memoized
(in that order) on ch.
by ensuring the global state has an application of ff waiting to
receive 1 and 2;
2 ; subsequent calls to ff can be memoized by
ensuring the global state has an application of g willing to send
2 . These conditions can be satisfied through repeated use of
1 and 2.
the MCOM
MCOMrule to discharge the paired communication constraints
0 and gO
g ( ) based on their initial
invocations of ff 0
on recursive invocations
execution.
memoized execution.
We depict this characterization in the evaluation tree shown in
8. We omit unnecessary thread creation actions, and reason
Fig. 8.
only about the order of sends produced by various incarnations of
g. Although there could be many concurrent calls to ff and g,
g, the
evaluation tree represents the abstract interleavings of communications that could satisfy f's constraints. The evaluation tree itself is
defined recursively,
recursively, due to the recursive definition of the program.
For
F~~any given
given call to f there exist precisely four evaluation paths
based on the combination of values it can receive.
receive.

3.4 Partial Memoization
Memoization
defined thus far yields a global state in which memThe semantics defined
satisfied, if possible, and is not well-defined
oization constraints are satisfied,
otherwise. An implementation of the semantics is also not scalable
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9. PARTIAL MEMOIZATION.

let
l e t val
val 11 =
= mkChO
mkCh0
f () =
= let
l e t val
val - = recv(ch)
recv(ch)
fun fO
fun
val - = recv(ch)
recv(ch)
val
in
i n 00
end
end
g ( ) = let
l e t val
val - = send(ch,
send(ch, 1)
I)
fun gO
fun
val
val - = send(ch,
send(ch, 2)
2)
in
i n 00
end
end
fun f'
f J 0( ) =
= spawn(f);
spawn(f); f'O
f'0
fun
fun
fun g'()
g'0 =
= spawn(g);
spawn(g); g'O
g'0
in
)
i n spawn(f');
spawn(f ' ) ; spawn(g'
spawn(g')
end
end
Figure
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therefore wish
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without performing
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readilypossible
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discharged. Partial
Partial memoization
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allowsus
ustotoavoid
avoidre-executing
re-executing
those
those actions
actionsassociated
associated with
with this
this prefix.
prefix.

(cl,c2) =
= (mkCh(),mkCh(»
(mk~h0,mkcho)
(c1,c2)
( s e n d ( c 1 , v l ) ; ...
. . .;; recv(c2»
recv(c2))
ff 0() = (send(c1,v1);
gg 0() = (recv(c1);
(recv(c1); ...
. . .j; recv(c2);
recv(c2) ; gO)
go)
hh 00 = ((...
...
send(c2,v2)j
s e n d ( c 2 , ~ 2;)
send(c2,v3);
send(c2,v3) ;
hO)
h 0 ) ;;
fun ii ()
0=
= (recv(c2)j
( r e c v ( c 2 ) ; i(»
i0)
fun
in spawn(g); spawn(h); spawn(i);
fO;
... j
- ,
send(c2, v3);
v 3 ) ; ...
...;j
send(c2,
f0
fO
end
end
l e t val
val
let
fun
fun
fun
fun
fun
fun
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and c2.
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municate
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whether the
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second call
call to
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To
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examine the
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constraints that
that would
would be
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to the
the thread
thread
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state of
of the
the threads
threads in
in which
which these
these functions
functions are
are applied.
applied. First,
First,
state
spawnconstraints
constraintswould
would be
beadded
addedto
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themain
mainthread
threadfor
forthe
thethreads
threads
spawn
and i.i.Second,
Second, aa send
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constraint followed
followed by
by aa
executing g,g, h,h, and
executing
receiveconstraint,
constraint, modeling
modeling the
the exchange
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of values
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v l and
and either
either
receive
v2 or
or v3
v3 on
on channels
channels c1
c l and
and c2
c2 would
would be
be included
included as
as well.
well.
v2
For the
the sake
sake of
of discussion,
discussion, assume
assume that
that the
the send
send of
of v2
v2 by
by hh was
was
For
and the
the send
send of
of v3
v3 was
waspaired
paired with
with the
thereceive
receivein
in
consumed by
by gg and
consumed
when ff 00 was
wasoriginally
originallyexecuted.
executed.
ff when
Considerthe
thememoizability
memoizabilityconstraints
constraints built
builtduring
duringthe
thefirst
firstcall
call
Consider
Thesend
sendconstraint
constrainton
on f's
f 's application
applicationcan
can be
be satisfied
satisfiedby
by
toto ff 00..The
matching itit with
with the
the corresponding
corresponding receive
receive constraint
constraint associated
associated
matching
g ;observe
observe gO
g 0 loops
loopsforever,
forever,consuming
consuming
with the
theapplication
application of
of g;
with
values on
on channels
channels c1
c l and
and c2.
c2.Determining
Determining whether
whether the
the receive
receive
values
can be
be matched
matched requires
requires more
more work.
work.
constraint associated
associatedwith
with ff can
constraint
To match
match constraints
constraints properly,
properly, we
we need
need toto force
force aa schedule
schedule that
that
To
receivethe
thefirst
firstsend
send by
by hh and
and ff totoreceive
receivethe
thesecond,
second,
causes gg totoreceive
causes

causing execution of the thread executing ii 00 to block until the
second call to f completes.
Fixing such a schedule is tantamount to examining
examining an unbounded set of interleavings.
interleavings. Instead, we could leverage
leverage memo
0 to avoid performing the send,
send, and all cominformation for f 0
leverage memo
putation upto the receive operation, and we could leverage
information for gg ()
() to avoid performing the matching receive and
all computation upto the receive on channel c2;
c2 ; these constraints
are guaranteed to be satisfied
satisfied when the second call to f is performed. Because the receive constraint for f 0
0 and gOon
g 0 on chanformed.
nel c2 may not be immediately satisfiable at f's
f 's second call, we
can resume execution of f 0
0 and gOat
g 0 at their respective
respective receive
operations on c2.
c2.
Our partial memoization extension to the memo evaluation rules
is presented in Fig. 9. These evaluation rules share much in common with the memo evaluation rules (see rule CORE).
CORE).Channel and
thread creation, function return, and synchronous communication
operations behave as before; in particular, the constraints added to
the memo store are unchanged. Function and channel evaluation
are also unchanged.
The main difference arises in the way function application is
treated.
treated. If an application of a function f to argument vv has not been
recorded in the memo store, it can be memoized (see Rule App).
APP).
Since subsequent calls to f with vv may not be able to discharge
all constraints, however, we need to record the program points
for all communication actions within f that represent potential
resumption points; these continuations are recorded as part of the
stored constraint.
constraint. But, since the calling contexts at these other
call-sites are different than the original, we must be careful to
continuation.
not include those outer contexts as part of the saved continuation.
Thus, the contexts recorded as part of the saved constraint during
memoization only define the continuation of the action upto the
return point of the function.
function.
Rule PARTIAL MEMO
MEMOdetermines whether an application of a
function f to an argument vv that has already been recorded in
information.
the memo store can utilize previously recorded memo information.
Its structure is similar to the structure of memo evaluation shown
in Fig. 6 except that it allows a non-deterministic failure action
to be taken. As communication constraints are being discharged,
the rules permit the installation of the partial continuation saved
e ' in
in the constraint tuple for that communication (expression e'
rule FAIL);
FAIL);no further constraints are examined.
examined. Thus, the thread
performing this call will resume execution from the saved program
point.

4. Safety,
Safety, Efficiency, and Correspondence
We can relate the states produced by memoized evaluation to the
states constructed by the non-memoizing evaluator using the following transformation operators.

T((P1 1IP2),0')
T((7J,C,e),o)

= T(P1 , 0')IIT(P2 , 0')
= T(e,o)

T(A8 x.e)
T((el) e2)
T(spawn(e))
T(send(el, e2))
T(recv(e))
T(B(v, e))
T((U(A8 x.e)) v)
e

where

.r(e, [])

e

Ax.e
T(el)(T(e2))
spawn(T(e))
send(T(el), T(e2))
recv(T(e))
T(e)
.r(v', C) if 0(8, v) = C
otherwise

.r(e,C.C)

.r((A_.e)send(l,v),C)
F((X -.e) send(1, v), C)
.r((A
_.e) recv(l),
F((X -.el
r e c v ( l ) ,C)
.r(
(A -.e)
_.e) spawn(e'),
F((X
spawn(ef),C)
C)
{ .r(
(A x.e)
C[x/1)
F((X
x.e) mkCh()),
mk~h()),
C[x/l)

ifC
if C =
= (l,v,S,_)
(1, v, S, -)
if C
_, R, -)
_)
C=
= (1,
(1, -,
if C
C=
= (Sp,
(SP,e')
ef)
if C =
= (Ch,l)
(Ch, 1)
ifC
x $! FV(e)
and x?JFV(e)

T
7 transforms process states (and terms) defined under memo
evaluation to process states (and terms) defined under non-memoized
evaluation.
evaluation. It uses an auxiliary transform.r
transform F to translate constraints
found in the memo store to core language terms. Each constraint
defines
defines an effectful action (e.g., sends,
sends, receives, channel creation,
and spawns).
spawns).
These operators provide a translation from the memo state
defining
defining constraints maintained by the memo evaluator to nonmemoized terms. Defining the expression corresponding to a constraint is straightforward; the complexity in .r's
F's definition is because we must maintain the order in which these effects occur. We
enforce ordering through nested function application, in which the
most deeply nested function in the synthesized expression yields
the memoized return value.
Given the ability to transform memoized states to non-memoized
ones, we can define a safety theorem that ensures memoization does
not yield states which could not be realized under non-memoized
evaluation:
evaluation:
Theorem[Safety]
Theorem[Safety] If
(tp, 7J, ¢, E[(A8 x.e) v]), a Ci~m (tpl, 7F, ¢, E[v']), 0'
then
(tT(P,(T)'

T(E[(A x.e) v]))

1---7

* (tT(PI ,(T/)' T(E[v'])

o
Pro05
5. Each of
Proof The proof is by induction on the length of a.
the elements comprising a
5 correspond to an action necesssary to
discharge previously recorded memoization constraints. We can
show that every aa step taken under memoization corresponds to
zero or one step under non-memoized evaluation; zero steps for
returns and memo actions that strip or build context tags U
U and B,
and one step for core evaluation,
MCH,
evaluation, and effectful actions (e.g., MCH,
MSPAWN,
MSPAWN,MRECV,
MRECV,MSEND,
MSEND,and MCOM).
MCOM).
1
5
1 is one, then aa must be MRET,
MRET, which is the only rule
If lal
U tag.
tag. The MRET
MRETrule simply installs the memoized
that strips the U
return value of the function being memoized. The value yielded by
MRET
MRETis the value previously recorded in the memo store. By the
RET this value must be the same as the value yielded
definition of RET
by the application under core evaluation.
evaluation.
For the inductive
inductive step, we examine each memoizable action in
MCH or MSPAWN)
MSPAWN)
turn. A channel or thread creation action (i.e., MCH
tum.
correspond directly to their core evaluation counterparts modulo
MRECV and MSEND
MSENDcorrespond to the
renaming. The rules for MRECV
rule, sending or receiving the memoized value on a speCOMM rule,
Similarly, MCOM
MCOM also corresponds directly to the
cific channel. Similarly,
7, we can split any COMM
COMM rule.
rule. From the definition of T,
COJ\:fM
MRECVor MSEND
MSENDby transforming one half of the
into an MRECV
rule mto
communicaiton.
communicaiton.
MRET do not correspond to any core
RET and MRET
The rules for RET
evaluation rules. However,
However, when paired with App
APP and MEMO
MEMOApp
APP,
RET and
the pairs correspond to a core evaluation application. Both RET
MRET remove B's and U's
U's respectively inserted by App
APP and MEMO
MEMO
MRET
APP, and thus such pairing is always feasible. By the definition
App,
7 and the induction hypothesis, the value yielded by RET
RET or
of T
MRET
MRET corresponds to the value yielded by application under core
evaluation.
evaluation. 0
Determining whether a function call can use previously constructed memo information is not free since every constraint match
--t in Fig. 6.
6. An application
defined as an evaluation step under '"'-+
is defined

can be profitably memoized only if the work to determine if it is
memoizable is less than the work to evaluate it without employing memoization. Steps taken by the memo evaluator that match
constraints, or initiate other memoization actions define work that
would not be performed otherwise; conversely,
conversely, memoization can
avoid performing local steps taken to fully evaluate an application,
although it may induce local actions in other threads to reach a
global state in which memoization constraints can be discharged.
We formalize this intuition thus:
Theorem[Efficiency]
Theorem[Efficiency] Let aE be the smallest sequence such that

(tp,

e, ¢, E[(A6 x.e) v]), 0" Q~m (tpl, 8', ¢, E[v']), 0"'

holds, and let
(tY(P,a), T(E[(h.e) v]))

/3
>-----> *

(tY(PI ,a'), T(E[v'J)

m occurrences
occurrences of Ref
If there are m
Ret tags and n occurrences of Mern
Mem
E, then lal
\El :::::
5 1131 + m
m + n.D
n.0
tags in a,
Prooj
follows from the definition
definition of T
7 and
Proof As before, the proof
prooffollows
7,
E.
Y, and proceeds by induction on the length of
ofa.
Without loss of generality,
generality, let aE be the smallest sequence for
which the relation holds. As before, we proceed with the proof
proof by
induction on the length of a.
E.
If lal
lEl is one,
one, then cu
Q must be MRET,
MRET, which is the only rule that
strips the U
U tag. Observe that MRET discharges no constraints,
and yields the value recorded in the memo store. The minimal
number of evaluation steps for an application under core evaluation
is one (for an application of an abstraction that immediately yields
a value).
For the inductive step, we consider each rule under memoized
evaluation in turn.
tum. By the structure of the rules and the safety theMSPAWNcorrespond
orem, evaluation steps taken by MCH
MCH and MSPAWN
directly to their core evaluation rule counterparts. The rules for
MSEND
MSEND and MRECV
MRECV correspond to a single COMM step under
core evaluation. The MCOM
MCOM rule discharges memoization constraints in two threads. It consumes a single step under memo evaluation.
MRET do not correspond to any core
The rules for RET
RET and MRET
MEMO APP,
App,
evaluation rules. However,
However, when paired with App
APP and MEMO
the pairs correspond to an application. Both RET
RET and MRET
MRET reMEMO APP.
ApP.
U'ss and B's respectively inserted by APP
App and MEMO
move U'
Thefore each sequence will contain one additional rule for each
App and MEMO
MEMO APP
App step.
APP
The rest of the rules have direct correspondence to rules in core
evaluation. In a regular application each of the rules adds to the
length of the sequence; in a memo application these steps are either
skipped (in the case of an ordinary application), or contribute to the
length of a.
Z. D
q
A memoization candidate that induces a Fail
Fail transition under
partial memoization may nonetheless be fully memoizable under
memo evaluation. Moreover, the global state yielded by the Fail
transition can be used by the non-memoizing evaluator to reach the
same global state reached by successful memoization.
Theorem[Correspondence] If
a . Fail
I
(tp,B,¢,E[(A6x.e)V]),0"
( t p , B ,4, E[(& x.e) v]), a ~ (tpl,B,¢,E[e]),O"
( t p l , G , 4, E[el]),a

+ +

+

and

/3
-,
8. Mem
Mem
(tp,B,¢,E[(A6x.e)V]),0"
( t p ,g, 4, E[(Xa x.e) vl), a -., (tplI,B,¢,E[v]),O"
( t p / /,@,
4, E[vl]),a
'",->

then
(tY(PI ,a), T(E[e']))

>-----> *

(ty(P" ,a), T(E[v/]))

q
D

Proof The proof follows the same structure as the proof of
Pro05
safety, and is shown via induction on the length of:B
of -- a.
E.

p

By the definition of Safety and T,
7, all program states created
by subsequences of:B
of can be transformed into equivalent
equivalent program
FAIL transition can
states yielded by core evaluation.
evaluation. Notice that a FAIL
only occur when a memoization candidate has a non-empty set of
constraints.
al is two. The
The base case for the induction is when 113 -- E(
sequence 13 must contain an additional constraint (call it (3")
P") as
well as an MRET transition for the completion of the application,
E.Therefore, the following must hold:
neither of which are found in a.
hold:

p

\p

p

-

-{3'
{3" Mem
8'.8".
Mem

(tp,B,¢,E[(A6x.e)Vj),0"
(tp,8,4,E[(& x.e) v]), a .

~
.,

-

,

(tplI,B,¢,E[v]),O"
( t ~
Q,$,
,~ [ v ' ] )o,

7

where (3" == (3111.MRET.
P 1 l l . M ~By
~ ~the
. safety theorem,
theorem, there exists a
PI1.
transition under core evaluation which yields the effect of (3".
For the inductive step, we examine each of the rules under '--->.
-+.
PARTIAL MEMO
MEMO APP
App corresponds to MEMO
Notice PARTIAL
MEMOApp
APP and only
adds a different tag.
tag. Therefore, by induction all aE sequences ending
ApP.
in PMem satisfy the theorem. A similar argument holds for APP.
Partial memoization behaves identically to memoization in the case
FAIL.
when the sequence is not terminated by FAIL.
Thus, consider the FAIL rule. By the structure of the rules a
given thread can only take one FAIL
FAIL transition for any given MEMO
MEMO
ApP. Therefore, by our induction hypothesis all sequences prior
APP.
to a FAIL
FAIL transition result in a state which corresponds to a core
evaluation state. The FAIL
FAIL rule installs a delimited continuation
which can be evaluated
evaluated under core evaluation since it is a valid term
in the core language (the continuation has not yet been memoized).
FAIL rule must have a valid
Therefore, the state produced by the FAIL
state.0
corresponding core evaluation stateD

5. Implementation
Implementation
Our implementation is incorporated within MLton (16),
(16), a wholeprogram optimizing compiler for Standard ML. The main changes
to the underlying compiler and library infrastructure are the insertion of barriers to monitor function arguments and return values,
hooks to the Concurrent ML (20) library to monitor channel based
communication, and changes to the Concurrent ML scheduler to
determine memoization feasibility.
feasibility. The entire implementation is
roughly 2.5K lines of SML.
5.1 Memoization
Because it will not in general be readily apparent if a memoized
version of a CML function can be utilized at a call site, we delay
a function application to see if its constraints can be matched;
these constraints must be satisfied in the order in which they were
generated.
Constraint matching can certainly fail on a receive constraint.
specific
A receive constraint obligates a receive operation to read a specific
value from a channel. Since channel communication is blocking, a
receive constraint that is being matched can choose from all values
whose senders are currently blocked on the channel. This does not
violate the semantics of CML since the values blocked on a channel
words, a schedule
cannot be dependent on one another; in other words,
must exist where the matched communication occurs prior to the
first value blocked on the channel.
Unlike a receive constraint, a send constraint can only fail if
there are (a) no matching receive constraints on the sending channel
that expect the value being sent, or (b) no receive operations on that
same channel. A CML receive operation (not receive
receive constraint) is
ambivalent
ambivalent to the value it removes from a channel; thus, any receive
on a matching channel will satisfy a send constraint.
If no receives
receives or sends are enqueued on a constraint's target
channel, a memoized execution of the function will block. Therefore,
fore, failure to fully discharge constraints by stalling memoization
on a presumed unsatisfiable constraint does not compromise global

progress.
progress. This
This observation
observation is
is critical to keeping memoization overoverheads low.
low.
Thus,
Thus, in the case that a constraint is
is blocked on a channel
channel that
contains
contains no other pending communication events
events or constraints,
memoization
memoization induces
induces no overheads,
overheads, since
since the thread
thread would
would have
have
blocked regardless.
regardless. However,
However, if there
there exist
exist communications or conconstraints
straints that
that simply do
do not match
match the value
value the constraints
constraints expects,
expects,
we
we can fail,
fail, and
and allow
allow the thread
thread to
to resume
resume execution
execution from
from the
the concontinuation
tinuation stored within
within the
the constraint.
constraint. To
To trigger such
such situations,
situations,
we
we implement
implement a simple
simple heuristic.
heuristic. Our
Our implementation
implementation records
records the
the
number
number of context
context switches to
to a thread attempting
attempting to
to discharge
discharge a
communication
communication constraint.
constraint. If
If this
this number exceeds
exceeds a small
small constant
constant
(three in the benchmarks presented in the
the next section),
section), memoizamemoization stops,
stops, and
and the thread continues execution
execution within the function
function
body immediately prior to that communication point.
point.
Our memoization technique relies
relies on efficient
efficient equality tests.
tests. We
extend
extend MUon's
MLton's poly-equal
poly-equal function
function to support equality on reals
reals
and
and closures.
closures. Although equality on values
values of type
type real
real is
is not
not algealgebraic,
braic, built-in compiler equality functions
functions were
were sufficient
sufficient for
for our
needs.
needs. To
To support
support efficient
efficient equality on
on functions,
functions, we
we approximate
approximate
function
function equality
equality as
as closure equality.
equality. Unique
Unique identifiers
identifiers are
are associassociated
ated with
with every
every closure and
and recorded within
within their
their environment;
environment; runruntime
time equality tests
tests on
on these
these identifiers
identifiers are
are performed during memmemoization.
oization.
Memoization data
data is
is discarded
discarded during
during garbage
garbage collection.
collection. This
This
prevents
prevents unnecessary
unnecessary build
build up
up of memoization
memoization meta-data during
during
execution.
execution. As
As a heuristic,
heuristic, we
we also
also enforce
enforce an
an upper bound for
for
the
the amount
amount of memo-data stored
stored for
for each
each function,
function, and
and the
the space
space
that
that each
each memo
memo entry
entry can take.
take. A function
function that generates
generates a set
set of
constraints
constraints whose
whose size
size exceeds
exceeds the
the memo
memo entry
entry space
space bound is
is not
memoized.
memoized. For
For each
each memoized
memoized function,
function, we
we store
store aa list
list of
of memo
memo
meta-data.
meta-data. When
When the
the length
length of
of the
the list
list reaches
reaches the
the upper
upper limit
limit but
new
new memo
memo data
data is
is acquired
acquired upon
upon an
an application
application of
of the
the function
function to
to
previously
previously unseen
unseen arguments,
arguments, one
one entry
entry from
from the
the list
list is
is removed
removed at
at
random.
random.
5.2
5.2 CML
CML hooks
hooks
The
The underlying CML
CML library
library was
was also
also modified
modified to
to make
make memoizamemoization efficient.
efficient. The
The bulk of the
the changes
changes were hooks
hooks to
to monitor chanchannel
nel communication and
and spawns,
spawns, and
and to
to support
support constraint matchmatching
ing on synchronous
synchronous operations.
operations. Successful
Successful communications
communications occuroccurring
ring within
within memoized
memoized functions
functions were
were added
added to
to the
the log
log maintained
maintained
in
in the
the memo
memo table
table in
in the
the form
form of
of aa constraints,
constraints, as
as described
described prepreviously.
viously. Selective
Selective communication
communication and
and complex
complex composed
composed events
events
were
were also
also logged
logged upon
upon completion.
completion. A
A complex
complex composed
composed event,
event, on
on
the
the other
other hand,
hand, simply
simply reduces
reduces to
to aa sequence
sequence of
of communications
communications
that
that are
are logged
logged separately.
separately.
The
The constraint
constraint matching
matching engine
engine also
also required
required aa modification
modification
to
to the
the channel
channel structure.
structure. Each
Each channel
channel is
is augmented
augmented with
with two
two
additional
additional queues
queues to
to hold
hold send
send and
and receive
receive constraints.
constraints. When
When aa
constraint
constraint is
is being
being tested
tested for
for satisfiability,
satisfiability,the
the opposite
opposite queue
queue isis first
first
checked
(e.g. aa send
send constraint
constraint would
would check
check the
the receive
receive constraint
constraint
checked (e.g.
queue).
queue). If
If no
no match
match isis found,
found, the
the regular
regular queues
queues are
are checked
checked for
for
satisfiability.
satisfiability. If
If the
the constraint
constraint cannot
cannot be
be satisfied
satisfied immediately
immediately itit is
is
added
added to
to the
the appropriate
appropriate queue.
queue.

6.
6. Benchmarks
Benchmarks
6.1

STMBench7

STMBench7
STMBench7 (10)
(10) isis aa comprehensive,
comprehensive, tunable
tunable multi-threaded
multi-threaded
benchmark
benchmark designed
designed to
to compare
compare different
different software
software transactional
transactional
memory
memory (STM)
(STM) implementations
implementations and
and designs.
designs. Based
Based on
on the
the wellwellknown
STMBench7
(3,
STMBench7 simulates
simulates data
data
known 007
007 database
database benchmark
benchmark (5),
storage
CADICAM applications
applications that
that operoperstorage and
and access
access patterns
patterns of
of CAD/CAM
ate
ate over
over complex
complex geometric
geometric structures.
structures. At
At its
its core,
core, STMBench7
STMBench7

compobuilds a tree of assemblies whose leaves contain bags of components;
nents; these
these components are
are composed of a highly connected graph
of atomic parts and design documents. Indices
Indices allow
allow components,
components,
parts,
parts, and documents
documents to be accessed via their properties and IDs.
IDS.
Traversals
Traversals of this graph can begin from the assembly root or any
any
index
index and
and sometimes manipulate
manipulate multiple pieces of data.
data.
STMBench7
STMBench7 was
was originally
originally written in
in Java.
Java. We
We have
have impleimplemented
mented a parallel
parallel port to
to Concurrent ML
ML (roughly 15K
1.5K lines
lines of
CML).
CML). In
In our implementation,
implementation, nodes
nodes in
in the
the input
input graph
graph are
are reprepresented as
as message-passing
message-passing servers with one
one receiving
receiving channel
channel
and
and output channels
channels to
to all
all other adjacent nodes.
nodes. Each server thread
waits for
for a message
message to
to be received,
received, performs the
the requested comcomwaits
putation,
putation, and
and then asynchronously sends the subsequent part of the
the
traversal
traversal to its
its adjacent nodes.
nodes. A transaction can thus be impleimpleas a series of channel
channel based communications with various
various
mented as
server nodes.
nodes.
6.2
6.2 STM
STM Implementation
Implementation

STM implements
implements an
an eager
eager versioning,
versioning, lazy
lazy conflict
conflict detection
detection
Our STM
protocol
(4; 21).
21). Shared references in
in the original
original Java program
program
protocol (4;
are
are implemented
implemented in
in terms of channel-based communication in
in the
the
CML port
port as
as described
described above.
above. Since
Since channels
channels are
are simply
simply heapheapCML
structures, they
they require
require no
no special
special runtime treattreatallocated data structures,
ment
ment to
to guarantee
guarantee isolation
isolation and
and atomicity.
atomicity. However,
However, all
all basic
basic synsynoperations in
in CML
CML involve
involve some
some side-effect
side-effect on
on a chanchanchronous operations
nel, through the
the deposition
deposition and
and removal
removal of values.
values. Since
Since these
these sidesidenel,
effects would
would confound
confound the
the serializability check performed by the
the
STM,
recv that
that
STM, we
we also
also provide
provide a non-side-effecting version of recv
does not
not remove
remove the
the contents of the channel
channel on
on which itit is
is synchrosynchrodoes
nized. Our
Our encoding
encoding of
of shared-memory
shared-memory writes
writes clears
clears the
the contents
contents
nized.
of
of the
the appropriate
appropriate channel,
channel, and
and provides
provides aa new
new synchronous
synchronous value
value
available to
to subsequent
subsequent readers.
readers. We
We thereby
thereby allow
allow the
the STM
STM to
to track
track
available
accesses to
to channels
channels in
in the
the same
same way
way itit would
would track
track accesses
accesses to
to loloaccesses
cations
cations in
in aa shared-memory
shared-memory system.
system.
The STM
STM supports
supports nested,
nested, multi-threaded transactions.
transactions. A
A multimultiThe
threaded transaction
transaction isis defined
defined as
as aa transaction
transaction whose
whose processing
processing is
is
threaded
among a number
number of threads
threads created by the
the parent starting
starting the
the
split among
transaction.
transaction. The
The threads
threads which
which comprise a multi-threaded transactransaction must
must synchronize
synchronize at
at the
the transaction's commit point.
point.
6.3
6.3 Example
Example
Fig.
Fig. 11
11 shows
shows aa code
code snippet
snippet that
that is
is responsible
responsible for
for modifying
modifying the
the
height parameters
parameters of
of aa building's
building's structural
structural component.
component. A
A change
change
height
Traversal affects
affects two
two components
components of
of aa
made by
by the
the function
function Traversal
made
design,
design, but
but the
the specific
specific changes
changes to
to each
each component
component are
are disjoint
disjoint
and amenable
amenable for
for concurrent
concurrent execution.
execution. Thus,
Thus, the
the modification
modification
and
as disjoint
disjoint traversals,
traversals, expressed
expressed by
by the
the
can easily
easily be
be expressed
expressed as
can
indAtomicPart. The
The sclHgt
sclHgt function
function shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 11
11
function ff indAtomicPart.
function
changes the
the height
height parameter of
of distinct
distinct structural
structural parts.
parts. Observe
Observe
changes
pidz depends
depends on
on the
the new
new
that although
although the
the height
height parameter
parameter of
of pid2
that
height of
of pid
pidl,
the traversal
traversal to
to find
find the
the part can
can be
be executed
executed in
in
height
1 , the
parallel.
pidl1 is
is updated,
updated, the
the traversal
traversal for
for pid2
pidz can
can complete.
complete.
parallel. Once
Once pid
The atomic
atomic keyword
keyword brackets
brackets an
an expression
expression that
that isis to
to be
be exexThe
ecuted atomically,
atomically, and
and also
also serves
serves to
to identify
identify memoization
memoization cancanecuted
didates. In
In this
this example,
example, the
the transaction
transaction created
created by
by Traversal
Traversal
didates.
may fail
fail to
to commit
commit ifif parts
parts of
of the
the underlying
underlying graph
graph referenced
referenced
may
sclHgt and
and findAtomicPart
f indAtomicPart changes.
changes. Such
Such changes
changes are
are rereby sclHgt
by
flected as
as modifications
modifications to
to shared
shared channels
channels that
that hold
hold values
values of
of difdifflected
ferent
ferent nodes
nodes in
in the
the graph.
graph.
Observe that
that much
much of
of the
the computation
computation performed
performed within
within the
the
Observe
transaction is
is expressed
expressed as
as simple
simple (read-only)
(read-only) graph
graph traversals.
traversals.
transaction
Given that
that most
most changes
changes are
are likely
likely to
to take
take place
place on
on atomic
atomic parts
parts
Given
and not
not on
on higher-level
higher-level graph
graph components
components such
such as
as complex
complex or
or base
base
and
assemblies,
assemblies, the
the traversal
traversal performed
performed by
by the
the re-execution
re-execution is
is likely
likely to
to
overlap substantially
substantially with
with the
the original
original traversal.
traversal. Of
Of course,
course, when
when
overlap

fun findAtomicPart(object,
f indAtomicPart (object, pid)
=
let fun
pid) =
let val assembly =
=
pid)
travCAssembly(object, pid)
val bag == travAssembly
travAssembly(assembly,
(assembly , pid)
pid)
val component == travBag(bag, pid)
pid)
val part = traveComp(component,
traveComp(component, pid)
pid)
in part
end
c) =
fun sclHgt(object, pid,
fun
pid, c)
let val part =
= findAtomicPart(object,
findAtomicPart(object, pid)
*recv(c)
val newHeight =
= height(part)
height(part)*recv(c)
= changeHeight(part,
changeHeight(part, newHeight)
newHeight)
val -_ =
in send(c,newHeight)
send(c ,newHeight)
end
fun Traversal(object,
Traversal (object, pidl,
=
fun
pidl, pid2,
pid2, height)
height) =
atomic(fn
() =>
atomic
(fn 0
cl == channel
channel0
let val Cl
0
val C2
c2 =
channel0
= channel
0
val - = spawn
spawn(sc1Hgt
(object,,
(sclHgt (object
pid l,
pi&,
q)
c1)))

val -_ = spawn(sclHgt(object,
spawn(sclHgt(object,
p id 2,
pidz,
C2) )
c2)
in send(cl,
height);;
send(c1, height)
send(c2, recv(c1))
recv(cl));;
recv(c2)
recv(c2)
end)
end)

0
in Traversal
TraversalO
end
Figure 11. Example program illustrating a multi-threaded transaction that traverses a CAD/CAM
CADICAM object.

the transaction executes, it may be that some portion of the graph
has changed. Without knowing exactly which part of the graph has
been modified by other transactions, the only obvious safe point for
re-execution is the beginning of the traversal.
traversal.
Memoization helps avoid unnecessary re-traversal of the graph
If (a) the arguwhen the Traversal procedure is re-executed.
re-executed. If
ments to the first call to sclHgt remain the same, (b) the same
value is read by the function height,
height, (c) there is a value waiting
cl that is the same as in the original exto be received on channel Cl
ecution, and (d) there is a recipient waiting to consume the value
cl,then the call can be memoized. Notice a receipt of
sent along Ct,
the send of the newly calculated height is guaranteed to complete
since the parent thread will always receive on the channel Cl
cl ..
The second execution of sclHgt is more complex. Although it
requires the same constraints as the previous execution,
execution, the value
it receives on channel c2
C2 is dependent on the parent's execution
of Traversal (which sends a value on C2),
c2), which in turn depends
sclHgt . As we have discussed earlier,
on the first execution of sclHgt.
memoization decisions that depend on synchronous actions, therefore, cannot necessarily be made at a call site without inspecting
the state of other threads. Moreover, these decisions may depend
on communication actions other threads may perform in the future;
sclHgt can be memdeciding whether the second invocation of sclHgt
oized depends upon whether the first invocation
invocation can be, which in
turn depends upon the global state changes that may have occurred
Traversal, and its
between the original (aborted) execution of Traversal,
re-execution.
6.4

Results

To measure the effectiveness of our memoization technique, we
executed two configurations of the benchmark, and measured overheads and performance by averaging results over ten executions.
The transactional configuration uses our STM implementation

without any memoization.
memoization. The memoized transactional
transactional configuraconfiguratransactions. When
tion implements partial memoization of aborted transactions.
a transaction aborts and is re-executed, the applications it originally
performed may have initiated new threads of control, and have had
these threads communicate with one another using CML primitives. Our memoization techniques can be used to ameliorate the
overhead of re-execution.
re-execution.
The benchmark was run on an Intel P4 2.4 GHz machine with
one GByte of memory running Gentoo Linux, compiled and executed using MLton release 20051202. Our experiments are not executed on a multiprocessor because the utility of memoization for
this benchmark is determined by performance improvement
improvement as a
function of transaction aborts, and not on raw wallclock speedups.
speedups.
All tests were measured against a graph of about one million
nodes. In this graph, there were approximately 280k complex assemblies and l40K
140K assemblies whose bags referenced one of 100
100
components; by default, each component contained a parts graph of
re~resentedas a separate
seDarate thread of
nodes. Each transaction was represented
100 nodes.
control. Each node in the graph was represented as a server,
server, constructed from a lightweight CML thread that communicated on two
channels. Therefore, our benchmark utilized roughly 500K threads
and 1M channels. Transactions, themselves, were composed of at
tree. On avleast 7 channel operations to traverse the depth of the tree.
erage about 20 nodes of the parts graph were traversed by each
transaction.
read-only/readOur tests varied two independent variables: the read-onlylreadwrite transaction ratio (see Fig. 12)
12) and part graph size (see
Fig. 13).
13). The former is significant because only transactions that
modify values can cause aborts.
aborts. Thus, an execution where all transcannot be accelerated,
actions are read-only or which never abort carmot
but one in which transactions can frequently abort offers potential
opportunities for memoization. The latter test is significant because
the size of the graph directly correlates to the transaction length.
By varying the size of the graph, we alter the number of nodes that
each transaction accesses,
accesses, and thus lengthen or shorten transaction
times.
For each test, we also varied the maximum number of memo
entries (labeled cache size in the graphs) stored for each function.
function.
Tests with a small number experienced less memo utilization than
Naturally, the larger the size of the cache
those with a large one. Naturally,
used to hold memo information, the greater the overhead. In the
case of read-only non-aborting transactions (shown in Fig. 12),
12),
performance slowdown
slowdown is correlated to the maximum memo cache
size.
facets: (a)
Our experiments consider four different performance facets:
runtime improvements for transactions with different read-write ratios across different memo cache sizes (Fig.
(Fig. I2(a));
12(a)); (b) the amount
of memoization exhibited by transactions, again across different
memo cache sizes (Fig. 12(b));
12(b)); (c) runtime improvements as a functionoftransaction
13(a)); and, (d)
tion
of transaction length and memo cache size (Fig. 13(a));
the degree of memoization utilization as a function of transaction
13(b). Memory overheads
overheads are
length and memo cache size (Fig. 13(b).
proportional to cache sizes and averaged roughly 15%
15% for caches
with 16
16 entries. Runs with 32 entry caches had overheads of approximately 18%.
18%.
Memoization leads to substantial performance improvements
when aborts are likely to be more frequent.
frequent. For example, even when
60%, we see a 20% imthe percentage of read-only transactions is 60%,
provement in runtime performance compared to a non-memoizing
implementation. The percentage of transactions that utilize memo
information is related to the size of the memo cache and the likelihood of the transaction aborting;
aborting; recall only functions within transactions are candidates for memoization. In cases where abort rates
are low, for example when there is a sizable fraction of read-only
transactions, memo utilization decreases. This is because a func-
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of
Figure 12.
12. Figure (a)
(a) presents normalized runtime speedup with a varying read to write ratio. Figure (b) shows the average percent of
transactions
transactions which
which are
are memoizable as
as read/write
readwrite ratios change.
change.
tion
tion can
can be
be applied
applied potentially many times,
times, with the majority of
applications
applications not
not leveraging
leveraging memoization because they were not in
aborted
aborted transactions.
transactions. Therefore, memo
memo utilization for these functions
tions will
will be
be much
much lower
lower than
than a memoized function
function applied within
an
an aborted
aborted transaction.
transaction.
To
To measure
measure the
the impact of transaction size on performance and
utilization,
utilization, we
we varied
varied the
the length of the
the random traversals
traversals in the
atomic
atomic parts graph.
graph. As
As Fig.
Fig. 13(a)
13(a) illustrates,
illustrates, smaller transactions
offer
offer aa smaller
smaller chance for
for memoization (they are more likely to
complete),
complete), and
and thus
thus provide less
less opportunities for performance
gains;
gains; longer-lived
longer-lived transactions have
have a greater chance of taking
advantage of memo
memo information.
information. This is precisely the motivation
motivation
advantage
for
for considering
considering- memoization in this benchmark.
benchmark. Indeed,
Indeed, we see a
roughly 30%
30% performance improvement
improvement once the part size contains
roughly
more
more than
than 80
80 nodes
nodes and when the
the memo cache size is 16
16 or 32.

7. Related
Related Work and
and Conclusions
Conclusions
7.
Memoization, or function
function caching (15;
(15; 18;
18; 14),
14), is a well understood
Memoization,
method to
to reduce
reduce the
the overheads
overheads of redundant function
function execution.
execution.
method
Memoization of functions
functions in a concurrent setting
setting is significantly
Memoization
more difficult
difficult and
and usually
usually highly constrained
constrained (6).
(6). We are unaware
more
of any
any existing
existing techniques
techniques or implementations
implementations that apply memoof
ization to
to the
the problem of optimizing execution for
for languages
languages that
ization
support first-class
first-class channels
channels and dynamic
dynamic thread creation.
creation.
support
Self adjusting
adjusting mechanisms
mechanisms (2;
(2; 3;
3; 1)
1) leverage
leverage memoization along
Self
with change
change propagation
propagation to
to automatically alter a program's execuexecuwith
tion to
to aa change
change of inputs
inputs given
given an existing execution run. Selective
tion
is used
used to
to identify parts of the program which have
memoization is
not changed
changed from
from the previous
previous execution
execution while change propagation
not
is harnessed
harnessed to
to install
install changed
changed values
values where memoization cannot
is
be applied.
applied. The
The combination of these techniques
techniques has provided an
be
efficient execution
execution model for
for programs which are executed a numefficient
of times
times in
in succession
succession with only small
small variations in their inputs.
inputs.
ber of
However, such
such techniques
techniques require an initial
initial and complete run of the
However,
program to
to gather
gather needed
needed memoization and dependency
dependency informaprogram
tion before
before they
they can adjust to
to input changes.
changes.
tion
New proposals
proposals (11)
(1 1) have
have been presented for self adjusting techNew
niques to
to be applied
applied in
in a multi-threaded
multi-threaded context.
context. However,
However, these
niques
proposals impose
impose significant
significant constraints on the programs considproposals
ered. References
References and
and shared
shared data can only
only be written to once, forcforcered.
ing self
self adjusting
adjusting concurrent programs
programs to be meticulously hand
ing
crafted. Additionally
Additionally such
such techniques provide no support for syncrafted.
chronization between threads
threads nor do
do they provide the ability to rechronization
store to
to any
any control
control point other than the
the start of the program.
program.
store
Reppy and
and Xiao
Xiao (19)
(19) present a program analysis
analysis for CML that
Reppy
analyzes communication
communication patterns to optimize message-passing opanalyzes
erations. A
A type-sensitive
type-sensitive interprocedural
interprocedural control-flow
control-flow analysis is
erations.

used to specialize communication actions to improve performance.
While we also use CML as the underlying subject of
of interest, our
memoization formulation is orthogonal to their techniques.
Our memoization technique shares some similarity with transactional events (7). Transactional events require arbitrary lookahead in evaluation to determine if
if a complex composed event can
commit. We utilize a similar approach to formalize memo evaluation.
ation. Unlike transactional events, which are atomic and must either complete entirely or abort, we are not obligated to discover ifif
If a memoization conan application is completely memoizable. If
of
straint cannot be discharged, we can continue normal execution of
the function body from the failure point.
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